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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutatrve rmg and A a commutative R-algebra. A is an extension 
of R if rt contains R as a subrmg. A 1s a projective R-algebra If rt is a projectrve 
object in the category of commutative R-algebras. As in the category of R- 
modules, projective R-algebras are retracts of free R-algebras, that is, retracts of 
polynomial rings over R 
The purpose of this paper IS to discuss the question: Is every projective 
extension A of R the symmetric algebra of an R-module ? This questron is raised 
implicitly in [3] by an incomplete diagram of logical implications. In Section 1 
we study retracts of arbitrary rings. In Section 2 we digress briefly to present 
some examples which distmguish between retracts and inert subrmgs. In 
Section 3 we attack the mam questron, obtaining some positive results on 
retracts of R[X,I, retracts of R[X, , X,J, where R 1s artiman, and retracts of 
kI3 7 . , X,], where k is a field. We shall see in Section 4, however, that the 
answer to the general question is negative. In fact an example due to Hamann [4] 
yields a retract of RIXl , X;] whrch 1s an extension of R but not a symmetrrc 
algebra, where R may be taken to be a one dimensional local domain. 
We wash to thank M. Hochster for kindly allowing us to include Theorem 1.10 
in our paper. 
1. RETRACTS 
1.1 PROPOSITION Let Rand S be rings The following are equivalent. 
(i) There is an idempotent homomorphism f. S ---f S such that R = f (S). 
(it) R is a subring of S and there is a homomorphism f : S --f R suck that 
flR = 1,. 
(iii) S = R @ I, where I zs an zdeal of S and the sum is R-direct 
* Almost all of the material m this paper IS extracted from the author’s Umverslty of 
Kansas dlssertatzon, which was wrztten under the supervlslon of J. W. Brewer and 
P. J. McCarthy 
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1.2 DEFINITION. When any of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1.1 
are satisfied we say that f is a retraction fS and that R is a retract of S. 
Retracts abound in natural settmgs If X is a family of mdetermmates, then R 
is a retract of R[X] and R[[Xj]. If M and N are R-modules and M 1s a direct 
summand of N, then since formation of symmetrtnc algebras is functorial, S,(M) 
is a retract of S,(N). If G is an abehan group and R[G] is the group rmg of R 
over G, then the augmentation map R[q --> R 1s a retraction. 
Since a retract of a ring 1s both a subrmg and a homomorphic image of it, 
several properties ofthe rmg are automatically preserved in Its retracts Notably. 
if 5’ IS an integral domam or noetherlan then so are rts retracts 
A valuation rmg is one whose ideals are totally ordered by inclusion. Thus 
property is obviously preserved in homomorphic images and hence in retracts. 
A Prufer domam 1s an integral domain whose localizatlons at maximal ideals are 
valuation rings If R 1s a retract of a Prtier domain S, say, S = R @ I, then the 
maximal Ideals of R = S/I are the ideals M/I, where M is a maximal ideal of S 
containmg I. Hence (S/J) MII = SM/lM 1s a valuation ring This shows that R is 
also a Prtifer domain. 
Since Dedekind domains are noetherlan Prufer domams, every retract of a 
Dedekmd domain is one also. Of course, if S 1s a Dedekmd domam the only 
possible r tracts ofS are S and residue fields atmaximal Ideals. For example, if R 
1s a field and X an indeterminate, then the only retracts of k[Xj are K[X] and k 
1 3 LEMMA Let R be a retract of an antegral domain S. Then R is algebrazcally 
closed an S. 
Proof. Let f: S -+ R be a retraction, and let s E S be algebraic over R. Let 
p(X) E R[X] be a polynomial of smallest degree such that p(s) = 0. Then 
0 =f(p(s)) = p(f (s)) and hencep(X) = (X -f(s)) + g(X) for some q(X) E R[.XJ. 
Since deg p(X) < degp(X), q(s) # 0. But 0 = p(s) = (s -f(s)) q(s), so 
s =f(s)ER. 
1.4 COROLLARY. Let R be a retract of an integral domazn S. If S is znfegral 
over R, then R = S. If S is a simple extension of R, then S is a polymrnial ring 
over R. 
As additional consequences, note that algebraic number rings can have no 
proper retracts and that 2 and Z[x] are the only retracts of Z[x], where 2 
denotes the rmg of integers. 
If R is a retract of S, then it 1s a direct summand of S, as R-modules. Thus, 
results which hold for subrmgs which are drrect summands also hold for retracts. 
(Note that not every subring which is a direct summand 1s a retract. The ring Z 
of integers 1s a summand of the rmg of Gaussian integers, Z[- 11’“], but by 
Corollary 14 IS a not a retract ) 
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1.5 LEMMA. Let S be an integral domain and R a subring wzth quotient $eld k. 
If R is a summand of S, then R = k f7 S. 
Proof. Let M be an R-submodule of S such that S = R @ M. For any ideal J 
ofR, JS= J@ JMandh ence JS n R = J. In partrcular, XS n R = xR for 
every x E R. Thus last statement is equivalent to k n S = R. 
1.6 COROLLARY. Let S be an antegral domain and R a subrilzg of S whzch is a 
dzrect summand of S. If S is antegrally closed, completely integrally closed, OY a 
Krull domain, then so zs R 
A GCD-domain 1s an mtegral domain in whrch every two elements have a 
greatest common divisor. 
1.7 PROPOSITION. A retract of a GCD-domain zs a GCD-domain. 
Proof. Let S be a GCD-domain and f: S -+ R a retraction. Let a, b E R. 
As elements of S they have a greatest common drvrsor, say d, in S. Write 
a =xd, b =yd with x,y~S. Then a =f(a) =f(cc)f(d), b =f(y)f(d) 
shows that f (d) 1s a divisor of a and b in R. If c E R divides a and b m R, then 
c divides d m S, say d = XC. Then f (d) = f (z)c. Hence f (d) is a greatest common 
divisor of a and b m R. 
The analogous theorem for UFD’s is due to Enochs (cf. [3]). 
1.8 PROPOSITION. A retract of a UFD zs a UFD. 
Proof. If f: S --+ R is a retraction of a UFD S, then since XS n R = xR 
for every x E R, R inherits from S the ascending chain condition on principal 
ideals. Thus we need only check that irreducrbles in R are prime. Let ST E R 
be irreducible in R and write 7~ = p, . * p, , with eachp, a prime m S Applying 
f we obtain rr = f (pl) **f(pn) and by the irreducibility of r we may assume 
that f(p,),..., f(p,) are units of R. Then rrR = Z-S n R C p,S n R = 
f (p,S * R) cf (p,S) = mR, so Z-R = p,S n R is a prime ideal of R. (That 
nreducrbles are prime in R also follows from Propositron 1.7.) 
1.9 LEMMA. If R zs a retract of S and A zs an R-algebra, then A = R OR A 
is a retract of S OR A. In partzcular, zf T as a multiplzcatzve system in R then RT 
is a retract of S,; and af J as an ideal of R then. R/J as a retract of S/ JS. 
Proof. Write S = R @ I, where I 1s an ideal of S. Tensormg by A we have 
S@RA=(R@RA)@(.l@RA)=A@(I@RA).SlnceI@,Aisanldeal 
of S OR A the result follows. 
A local rmg R with maxrmal ideal M is said to be regular local if the minimum 
number of generators required to generate M equals the Krull dimension of R, 
dim R. We denote the mmlmum number of generators for M by V(R). The next 
result and its proof are due to M. Hochster. 
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1 .lO THEOREM. Let R be a retract of S, say S = R @ I, and stcppose that for 
each maximal zdeal M of S such that I _C M, S, is regular local Then fop each 
maxzmal ideal P of R, Rp is regular local. 
Proof. Let P be a maximal Ideal of R. By locahzing at P we may assume that 
P 1s the umque maximal ideal of R. Since the maximal ideals of S containing I 
correspond brjectively tothe maximal Ideals of R, there is only one such ideal 
of S, namely, M = P @ I. Then R = S/I = (S/iT)M,I =- S,/JS, is noetherran, 
and thus a local ring. 
To show that R 1s regular local we use mduction on V(R). If V(R) = 0, then 
R is a field. IfV(R) = n > 0, c h oose x E P\P2 and observe that x E M\M2. Now 
R/xR is a retract of SIxS; MjxS 1s the only maxrmal ideal of SlxS containing 
I(S/xS); and (SIxS),,, = S,jxS, . Since Mz is M-primary, M2S, n S = 
M2, so x E MSM\M2S, . Therefore, S,jxS, IS regular local. Furthermore, 
V(R/xR) = n - 1, so by the induction hypothesis R[xR is regular local. 
If xy = 0 with y E R, then y = 0 in S, , i e., there IS an element t E S\M 
such that ty = 0. But if f: S + R IS the retractron, f(t)y = 0 and f(t) 4 P3 
soy = 0. Thus shows that x 1s not a zero-divisor inR. It follows that drm R/xR = 
n - 1 < dim R - 1. Then V(R) = n < dim R & V(R), and R is regular local. 
1.11. COROLLARY Retracts of regular rings are regular. 
2. INERT SUBRINGS 
A subrmg R of a ring S is an inert subring rf for any pair of nonzero elements 
a, b E S, ab E R implies that a, b E R. Inert subrings and retracts share many 
propertres. For instance, Lemma 1.3-Proposition 1.8 all hold for inert subrings. 
It 1s the prupose of this section, however, to drstinguish between retracts and 
mert subrmgs. 
2 1 EXAMPLES (Retracts which are not mert subrmgs). Let k be a rmg. 
Then k IS a retract of the formal power series rmg k[[X]], but is not an mert 
subring since 1 - X is a unit not m k. Also, k[XY] 1s a retract of K[X, Y] under 
the map k[X, Y] -+ k[XY] determined by X -+ XY and Y --+ 1. Thus 1s 
obviously not an inert subring. 
Let R 2 S be rings and Y E R. We say that Y 1s an inert element If for every 
pair of elements a, b E S, ab = Y rmphes that a, b E R. (Note that 0 is an mert 
element rf and only if R = S.) 
2.2 PROPOSITION. Let R be a subrzng of a UFD S R as an inert subri%g of S 
zf and only if evwy nonxe-ro prime ideal of R contazns an anert element. (If R zs a Jield, 
we consider R itself to be a przme ideal.) 
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Proof Let T be the set of inert elements of R. If R = S there is nothing 
to prove, so assume otherwise. Then 0 # T. Furthermore, T 1s a saturated multr- 
plicatively closed set m R. For suppose t1 , ts E T; a, b E 5’; and aA = tlt2 . To 
show tlt2 E T we must show a, b E R. Wrote a and b as products of primes m S. 
Then in some rearranged form these primes, together wrth two umts of S, 
multiply to grve tl and t, . From mertness of tl and ts it follows that each prime 
is an element of R, and hence that a, b E R. Thus T 1s multiphcatrvely closed. 
Now suppose r, , r2 E R and rrr, E T. If a, b E S and ab = rr , then a(br,) = 
r,r, E T and so a E R. Srmrlarly b E R. This shows that r, E T and hence that T 
IS saturated. 
We are now ready to prove the result. If the stated condition holds and Y E R\T, 
Y # 0, then rR C R\T. Thus there exists a prrme ideal P of R such that rR _C 
P Z R\T. This is impossrble since we must have P n T # @. Therefore, 
R\T = {0}, i.e., R is inert m S. 
Conversely, rf R is inert m S then R\T = (0} and the condition holds trrvially. 
2 3 EXAMPLES (Inert subrmgs which are not retracts). 
(1) Let k be the field of real numbers and let X and Y be indetermmates. 
Let R = k[X2 + Y”] and S = k[X, Y]. We show that R is inert in S but not a 
retract of S. 
The nonzero primes of R are the prmcipal ideals generated by polynomrals 
p(X2 + Y2), where p[Z] E k[z] is rrreduclble. Since every such p(Z) has degree 
< 2, and by Propositron 2 2, to see that R 1s inert in S it wrll suffice to show that 
each element of R of the form p(X2 + Yz) with degree p < 2 is inert. 
Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) E S and suppose FG = p(X2 + Y2) = 
a, + a,(X2 + Y2) + a2(X2 + Y2)z. Suppose first that a2 # 0. Then degF + 
deg G = 4. If erther degree 1s zero, then F, G E R and we are done. If the degrees 
are1and3wemaywriteF=F,+F1,G+G,+G,+G2+Gs,whereF, 
and G, are forms of degree z Then FIG, = az(X2 + Y2)2. Smce X2 + Y2 is a 
prrme in S, Fl and Gs must be powers of it, which is impossrble. We are thus 
left with the case degF = deg G = 2. Wrote F = F, + Fl + F, , G = 
G,,+G,+G, IfertherF,,=OorGO=O we are led to trivial cases, so we may 
assume F,, = G,, = a, = 1. Then Fl + Gl = 0, so Fl = -Gl . Since X2 + Y2 
1s prrme, we have F, = b2(X2 + Y2), G, = c2(X2 + Y2), where b,c, = a2 . 
FG has no cubrc terms and hence FIG, + F,G, = 0, i.e., (F2 - G,) Gl = 0. 
If Gr = 0, then Fl = 0 and F, G E R. If G1 # 0, then F, = G2 and hence FG = 
1 + (2Gz - Gr2) + Gz2. Then G,s = (2c2 - a,)(X2 + Y2), which 1s rmpossrble. 
If a2 = 0, a, # 0 then p(X2 + Y2) is Irreducible in S and we are done. This 
shows R 1s inert in S 
Now suppose f : S --f R is a retraction Since k _C R, f(a) = a for every a E k 
Thus f is determined by f(X) and f(Y). Let f(X) = p(x” + Y2) and f(Y) = 
q(P + Yz). We have X2 + Y2 = f (X2 + Y2) =$(X2 + Y”)” + 4(X2 + Y”)“. 
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Because of our choice of base field, the degree of this last expression is 4 
max(degp, deg 41, which IS absurd. 
(2) W. Heinzer has communtcated to us the following example of an 
inert subring which is not a retract. Let S = K[X, Y], R = k&P + Y’] wrth k 
an algebraically closed field of characterrstrc zero 
Since X2 + Y3 - a is irreducible m K[X, Y] for every a E K, R is mert m S 
by Proposition 2 2. If R were a retract of S there would be polynomials ps 
4 E k[Z] such that R ==K[p(Xs + Y3), 4(X2 +- Y3)] and X2 + Ys =p(X” + Y3)2 -+ 
4(X2 + Ys)“. That this cannot happen follows from a theorem of Abhyankar and 
Moh which states that rf k[T] = K@(T), q(T)] wrth Iz a field of characterrstrc 
zero, then deg p divides deg q or vice versa. 
3. RETRACTS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
We now turn to the mam question: Is every projective extension of R the 
symmetric algebra of an R-module ? Note that the hypothesis that aur projective 
algebra be an extensron of R 1s a necessary one, as every symmetric algebra is an 
extension of R. Thus for the remamder of the paper we wrll use “retract of a 
polynomial ring over R” to mean a projective extension of R. 
Let A be a retract of a polynomial ring over R. Say A = rm$, where dp: 
R&L I a E 01 --)r R&K I 01 EI>1 and +” = 4. Let fti = +(X,). Since rt, leaves 
elements of R fixed, $(g((X, j 01~11)) = g((fa 1 a: EI)) for any polynomial g. In 
particul~, fs = #M3) = .f&X I CL ~1)) for each /3 EI Furthermore, 3 = 
RlUx i ~~01. 
Conversely, suppose A = R[(f, 1 01 EI)], where {fa / a: E I> 1s a set of poly- 
nomials over R in the indeterminates (X, 1 a ~1) with the property that fa = 
fa({fG 1a E I)) for each /3 E I. Then the mapping 4: R[(X,}] -+ R[(XJ] grven by 
$(X,) = fU IS a retraction whose image is A. This proves the following proposi- 
tlon. 
3 1 PROPOSITION An R-algebra A as a retract ofa polynomial rzng R[‘X, 1 M E .ljj 
if and ody af A = R[{f, I a E I)], where the f@‘s satisfv fB = fe((f= j a! of)) far 
each /3 E I. 
In the remainder of this paper we will restrrct our attention to retracts of 
polynomral rings m a fimte number of indetermmates X1 ,, +, X, . Hence we 
shall be studymg sets of polynomials fi ,..., fn such that fi(fi. ,.. ,jJ = Je . 
A basic tool m studying retracts ofR[X; ,. , X,] is change of coordmates. 
3.2 CHANGE 0F COORDINATES. With R arbitrary, let A = R[fi , .., f,f C 
R[& ,. , &I, where fi(fi ,. ., fnf,) = fi . Let a, be the constant term of j, ) 
1 < i < n, and set I’, - X, - a, . Then Yr , ., Y, are indeterminates over 
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and R[X, , . , -&I = w, > , YJ. Let + be the retraction of R[X, , , X,l 
whose Image 1s A and which 1s defined by 4(X,) = fi . 
Then A = R[4(Y,), .., +(YJj; and rf g$(Yr , . , Y,) = +(YJ we have g, = 
+(X, - a,) = A(-& ,.. , X,) - a, = fi(Yl + al ,..., Y, + 4 - a, . Hence 
&(O,- 9 0) =f&1 9 * , a,) - a, =f&f#, *a, O),...,fn(O, -*> 0) - 0% =f,(oY., 0) - 
a, = 0 In addrtron, gZ(gl ,..., g,,J = g, , since 4 is a retraction. Thus by changing 
varrables from the XZ’s to the Yz’s we replace the fi’s by the g,‘s and the gZ’s 
have no constant term. 
3.3 The Jacobian matrrx (ajJaX,) of the polynomials fr ,...,f, is another 
useful tool. Iffr , . , fm E R[X, ,. , X,J are such thatfL(fi ,..., fn) = fi , then 
wax, = 5 afSiia-h(fl ,...,fd . afdw . 
k=l 
Substrtutmg fi for X, m each of these polynomials and usmg the special property 
of the fi’s now shows that the matrrx (afz/aX,(fI ,..., f%)) is rdempotent. 
Its determinant J 1s therefore an rdempotent in R[X, ) .., X,J and hence an 
idempotent element of R. 
We are now ready to prove our first positive result. 
3 4 THEOREM Let R be a rang and X an zndetermznate. The polynomials 
f(X) E R[X] such that f (f (X)) = f (X) are all of the form f(X) = a + eX, 
where e zs an zdempotent zn R and ae = 0. The retracts of REX] which contain R 
are all of the form R[eX] = S,(eR), where e as an idempotent zn R 
Proof. Let f(0) = a and apply the change of coordmates Y = X - a 
to obtain g(Y) = f (X) - a such that g(g(Y)) = g(Y) and g(0) = 0. By 3.3, 
g’(g(Y)) is an idempotent e E R. But g’(0) = g’(g(0)) = g’(g(Y)) = e. Hence 
g(Y) = eY + c2Y2 + + c,Ylz, for some integer n and ca , ., c, E R Suppose 
ck 1s the first of the c,‘s which is nonzero. Then since g(Y) = g(g(Y)) we have 
ck = eck + ckea = eck + eck . It follows that eclc = clC and hence that ck = 0 
Thusg(Y)=eY Nowf(X)=g(Y)+a=e(X-a)+a=u(l-e)+eX. 
We conclude that a = a(1 - e), so ae = 0. 
From this we see that the retracts of R[X] are its subrmgs R[a + eX] = R[ex], 
e rdempotent. Fmally, observe that R[eXj is the symmetric algebra of the ideal 
eR over R. 
In order to obtain some information about quasrlocal rings we must first 
examine the formidable case when R = k is a field. Therefore, let A = 
Mf, 9.. , f,l be a retract of k[X, , . , X,l, where 4(X,) = f, defines the retraction. 
At the very least we know from Section 1 that A is a regular UFD. 
Now g(& , . , X,) E ker 4 if and only if g(f, , ., fn) = +(g) = 0. Hence 
ker$ = (X1 - fi ,.. , X, -f%). Denote this prime ideal of k[X, ,..., X,l by P. 
Then dim A = dim k[X, ,..., X,l - rank P = tr deg(A/k). From this equation 
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we see that if tr deg(R/k) = n, then P = 0 and we must have fi = X8 for 
1 <i<n* 
If tr deg(A/k) = 1, then A is a one-drmenaonal UFD by Proposition 1.8, and 
hence aPID. By 3.2 we may assume that the constant erms of thef$‘s are all zero. 
Then the ideal P above is contamed m the maximal ideal (X1 ,+.. , X,) of 
k[X, , .., X,l. The image of thus ideal under 56 is therefore amaxrmal ideal of A, 
i.e., (jr ,..., fJ is a maximal ideal of A = k[f, , . ,fJ. Let g(X, ,.. ,X,) generate 
this ideal. Then g divrdes eachf, m A, say, fi = g h,,(f, ...,fm) Let a,, be the 
constant erm of k,, . With hi, = A,, - a,, we have f, - a,,g = g h&( fi , . , f*) 
But ki,(f, ..., fJ is divisible by g in A, say, h:,(J, .,fJ = g * h,,(f, ..., fn). 
Then da,, is the constant erm of h,, and hi, = h,, - at2 we havefi - azlg - 
atAg = g2 hi,(f, ,...,f,). Note that deg hi, = deg h,, = degf, - deg g < 
degf, , deg hi2 -=c deg hi,, and so on. Continuing in this fashion we arrive at a 
point where fi - azlg - *a* - aznzgm. = g”him and deg hi, < deg g. Since ,g 
divides hl, , hi, = 0 and f, = aalg + *. + a,,g”. This shows that A = k[g]. 
Finally, observe that rf tr deg (A/k) = 0, then A = k This completes the 
proof of the following theorem 
3.5 THEOREM. Let k be a$eld and A = k[f, , ., fJ be a retTact ofk[X, , .1 X,]. 
If tr deg(Alk) = 0, A = k. If tr deg(A/k) = 1, A = k[g] for some g E A. If 
tr deg(A/k) = n, A = k[X, ,..., X,] and we must have fi = X, , 1 < i < n. 
In particular, retracts of k[X, , X2] are polynomial rings over k. 
Remark Reference [l, (4.1)] asserts that if D C D, 6 D[(X, / 01 EI~], where 
D and D, are UFD’s and tr deg(D,/D) = 1, then D, = D[g] for some g E D1 . 
Hence d D1 = D[fi ,...,fJ is a retract of D[X, , , X,] of transcendence 
degree over 1 over D, then D1 = D[g]. If tr deg (D[fl, . , f,l/D) = a, then 
fl ,..., fiz are algebraically independent over D; and d there is no transcendence, 
D[fl, ,fd =D.Inth rs way we obtain a theorem similar to Theorem 3.5 for 
UFD’s. In particular, rf D is a UFD then retracts ofD[X, , Xs] are polynomial 
rmgs over D. 
Consider next the case in which the coefficrent ring R is quasr-local with 
maximal ideal M and residue field k. Let A = R{fi ,..., fn] be a retract of 
R[-& 1..., XJ, where by 3.2 we may assume fi ,. ., fiz have a zero constant erm, 
Tensoring the retraction by k yields a retraction f k[X, , .., X,l onto 3 = 
A/MA = k[ j71, .,f%] which is given by X8 +fi (cf. Lemma 1.9) 
If tr deg(x/k) = 0, then jz = 0 for each z. Hence each coefficient of each 
polynomialjS belongs to M. From 3.3 it follows that the matrrx (8fJaX,(O, ., 0)) 
is ldempotent, so its entries generate an idempotent proper ideal of R Smce 
this Ideal is finitely generated it must be the zero ideal. This shows that the 
polynomialsf, ..., f4. have no linear terms. Now by comparing monomials of 
lowest total degree in the equations fi = fa(fi ,...,fY) we see that fi = ** - 
fi& = 0 
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If tr deg(J/K) = n, then fl = X, for each z, by force of Theorem 3.5 This 
shows that the entries on the diagonal of the matrix (aJJU,(O,..., 0)) are units, 
while the other entries are m M. Thus the matrix IS invertible aswell as idem- 
potent and is therefore the identity matrix Hence each fi has the form fi = 
X, + (terms of degree > 2). By comparmg monomials of lowest degree greater 
than 1 m the equatronsf, = fi(fi , , fJ we conclude thatf, = X, for 1 < a < n 
(Notice in this case, after applying the change of coordinates again, that we must 
have fi = X, even without the mmal assumption that thefz’s have zero constant 
terms.) 
Fmally, suppose tr deg(J/K) = 1 and further assume that M is mlpotent. 
By Theorem 3 5, 2 = k[gJ, f or some g E A. Then R[g] C A and A = R[g] + 
MA = R[g] + MR[g] + M2A = . . = R[g]. (In our counterexample we 
shall see that this conclusion fails m a case where R IS local and M is not ml- 
potent ) Note that g IS transcendental over R. 
These results are summarized in the followmg theorem. 
3 6 THEOREM. Let R be quasi-local wzth reszdue$eld k Let A = R[f, ,. , f,J 
be a retract of R[X, ,.. , X,l If tr deg(A OR k/k) = 0, then A = R If 
tr deg(A OR k/k) = n, then A = R[X, ,. ., X,] and in fact fi = X, for each i. 
If the maximal ideal of R is nalpotent and tr deg(A 6& k/k) = 1, then A = R[g] 
for some g E A transcendental over R. In particular, ;f the maximal zdeal of R is 
nilpotent, then retracts of R[X, , X2] are polynomzal rings over R. 
3.7 LEMMA Let R, , ., R, be commutative rings and M1 ,. , M, abelian 
groups such that MS zs an R,-module Set R = &, R, , M = @r-, MS . Then M 
is an R-module and its symmetric algebra zs S,(M) = @l, S,$(M,). 
Proof 
S,(M) = S,(M) OR R = 6 (S,(M) OR R) = & S,@=f OR R) 
24 a=1 
= & S,(W) 
Z=l 
3 8 COROLLARY. Let R be a zero-dimensional noetherzan ring (i.e., an artinian 
ring). Every retract of RIX1 , X2] is a symmetric algebra 
Proof. R can be decomposed mto the direct sum of a finite number of 
artiman local rings, R = @:X1 R, . Then R[X, , X2] = & RJX, , X2]; and 
if A is a retract of R[X, , X2], then A = &, (A OR RJ, where A OR R, 1s 
a retract of RJX, , Xa] By Theorem 3.6, A & R, = SRz(F,), where F, 1s a 
free R,-module of rank 0, 1, or 2. From the lemma we deduce that A is a sym- 
metric algebra. 
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4. A COUNTER EXAMPLE AND SOME QUESTIONS 
The next example, due to Hamann [4], shows that Corollary 3.8 IS almost as 
far as one can go m the case of two variables 
4 1 EXAMPLE. Let R be a reduced ring (trivial nilradical) of prime charac- 
teristic p, and with integral closure R. Suppose that u E i-?\R is such that @, 
UPS-1 ER. Let W, Z be indeterminates over i?, and let B = R[Z - a2P, Zp]. 
Then B[q = R[U, V], w h ere U = Z - a(2 + a W)p = Z - aZp - ap+l Wp, 
andV=W+(Z+aW)~=W+Z~+a~W~.NotethatU+aV=Z$aW~ 
W=V-(U+aV)J, P=U~+a~(U+aV) p2, and 2 - aZP = U - a”+rVp i- 
d-+1( u + uv>e Then U and V are mdetermmates over R, but B 1s not a 
polynomial ring over R B is obvrously a retract of R[U, V] 
In partrcular, rf we let R = k + x”R[[Xl], where K is a field of characteristrcp, 
then R is a one-dimensional local domain. If B were a symmetrrc algebra over R, 
say B = S,(M), then M would be projective over R and hence free. Smce B 
1s not a polynomial rmg over R, this cannot be 
Thus, our question has a negative answer even when R IS one-dimensional 
and local. Several interesting questions still remain to be answered, however. wk 
list a few. 
(1) Noting that lack of normality of R is what makes Example 4.1 successful, 
we ask: What are the retracts ofRIXl , Xz] when R is an integrally closed omain, 
or even a Dedekiid domain ? 
(2) In light of Theorem 3.5 we ask: What are the retracts ofOIX1 , X, , X8] 
which have transcendence degree 2 over D, where D is a UFD or a field ?
(3) If k 1s a field, is every retract of K[X, ,.. ,X,l a polynomial ring over k ? 
To rllustrate he difficulty of question (3) we observe that an affirmative 
answer to it would solve the cancellatron problem for polynomial rmgs over fields, 
a problem whose drfficulty isattested to by [ 1, 31. 
The cancellatron problem for a ring R 1s the followmg. Does R[X, ,..., X ] = 
Wl, -7 YJ, where S is a rmg and the Xz’s and Y?‘s are mdeterminates over R 
and S, respectively, imply that S 1s rsomorphic to R ? 
Suppose the answer to (3) 1s yes, and suppose that K[X, ,.. ,X,][Z, ,..., ZJ = 
SW,, *> YJ. S is a retract of K[X, ,..., X , 2, , , Z,] and so by (3) we would 
have S = k[T, , . , T,], for some integer r and indetermmates T1 , *., T, . 
But m + n = tr deg(S/k) + n, so Y = m and S is isomorphic to k[X, ,...> X,]. 
The cancellation problem for k[X, , . , X,,] would be solved. 
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